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Why communicate 
science/conservation?



Why online audiences?

Lots of people use the internet 
around the world and you can do 
it in the comfort of your home!



Personal/organization 
websites are great…



…but they just don’t reach
as many people as social
media!
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What do you want to say?

-Think critically about intended audience

-Make it real and relatable (inspiration can be real!)

-keep it simple– what will they remember in 7 days?

-Avoid jargon (i.e. “baby bird” instead of “nestling”)

-will they be able to find it again if necessary?



Who is the intended audience? Think about how many 
people you’re connected 
with on each site:



Don’t share between sites!

Each site has different
target audiences/styles,
so uploading media 
individually is best! 



Share articles and websites with links



Does media matter?

A message without
media gets a few
hundred
engagements….



Does media matter?

The same message with cat 
photos gets 10x more! 



Media type/size

Short and sweet? Try Twitter

Paragraph of info? Facebook

Photo album? Facebook

Stand-alone video? YouTube

Facebook will truncate 
your text, so put the 
punchline up front! Like 
a newspaper article



Photo Editing Watch cropping and 
contrast!



Photo captioning

Use Twitter’s photo 
caption option to add 
audio captions for the 
visually impaired!



Photo captioning

Facebook has 
three 
different 
options for 
captions!



Videos
Upload clear, high-
contrast videos 
whenever possible



Captioning
Make captions for the audio-impaired (folks who don’t 
understand quick English, etc.)! Put the video on 
YouTube, use the transcriptions options, add closed 
captioning, download the video back off of YouTube, and 
upload it to FB or Twitter. A bit of a hassle, but worth it 
to engage with a larger audience!



Subject/People tagging
- Link and tag people! Share the love

- What key words will your audience use to find 
your work? Put a character before a 

handle at the beginning 
of a tweet or Twitter 
will think it is a “reply” 
and it won’t make it on 
main Twitter



Editing

YouTube and Facebook allow folks to 
edit their posts and comments, so be 
aware that they can change their 
message (and yours!). You can’t edit 
on Twitter, which is good (no one can 
twist your words) but also bad (typos 
are forever!)
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Drive Engagement:
Hashtags

-Know community hashtags (i.e. 
#SciComm, #Rstats, #PhDChat)
-your hashtag: short, descriptive, 
memorable, searchable, explained 
somewhere
-not case sensitive, so capitalize words 
(#PrairieBabies vs. #prairiebabies)
-avoid unnecessary abbreviations, 
offensive words (#ChasingDICKs)



Drive Interaction: Polls

Add polls with a “see 
results” option to 
engage everyone!



Drive Interaction: Games

Build engagement by 
doing a regular game 
with a unique hashtag! 
The real champion of this 
is March Mammal 
Madness, which engages 
millions (teaching them 
about conservation!) 
every March



March Mammal Madness

Thousands tweet 
about MMM every 
day in March, and 
this actually led to an 
increase in Google 
searches for rare 
mammals! 
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Longevity

-how long does a message stay relevant?

-Twitter (1 day) <FB (5 days) <YouTube (forever??)



Post Frequency: Facebook



Post Frequency: Twitter



Post Frequency: YouTube
Educational videos: 1/day-weekEntertainment videos: 1/hr-day
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Success?
Look at likes, 
shares/retweets/ 
analytics



Success: Twitter

Twitter has a built-in 
analytic system, or 
use SocialBearing to 
learn more than you 
ever needed about 
your social media 
reach



SocialBearing



Success: YouTube YouTube’s built-in analytics allow 
you to see how many people are 
watching your videos, how long 
they’re watching it, where they 
found it, etc.



Success: YouTube



Success? All of these articles started as 
Tweets! Then reporters 
contacted us….
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Third-Party Apps: TweetDeck
Schedule 
tweets!



Third-Party Apps: Wakelet

Collect tweets/FB 
posts/YouTube videos into one 
long narrative, and share it as 
a standalone URL for someone 
to get the full story off of 
social media!



Other useful applications:
<- Like TweetDeck, but 
for everything

You can only follow 5000 accounts 
but following encourages 
engagement (folks will follow 
back!), so use this to remove the 
folks that you follow who aren’t 
active anymore 

Make big Twitter 
threads into URLs:
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Twitter #SciComm
-what does an ideal sci-comm tweet look like?

-(captioned) visual media
-short (280 characters)
jargon-free message

-relevant hashtags
-game/engagement tactic



Facebook: Ohio Audubon Group

-what does an ideal FB sci-comm post look like?

-captioned visual media

-longer message, but punchline up front!

-links to other media (because you can)

-targeted within a particular group



YouTube: Best Science Communication 
Ever!

-catchy, descriptive title
-good thumbnail (upload your own if you don’t have 
one but beware disappointment)
-CC and high quality settings
-tagged to reach larger audiences
-nestled in a playlist so folks can find more of your 
work
-well-captioned with links to other accounts



Conclusions about Sci-Comm and 
Social Media

-use it!
-target the different audiences on the different sites
-be aware of media accessibility and plan accordingly
-foster an identity through hashtags and simple handles, link accounts 
but not posts!
-engage through lists, groups, games, etc.
-let third party apps make it easy for you
-tag folks and share the love
-promote social media off of social media
-remember to continue targeting other audiences


